
NZRYA White Paper, Addendum V 1.02  

This paper is to be read in conjunction with the previously published “white 
paper”. The white paper is longish as it covers the full story, this Addendum is 

short and touches the key aspects of the proposed restructured NZRYA. 

 

Review:    Nine (9) members of the RC community were asked to review the 

white paper to give comments, opinion and consideration to the suitability, 

acceptability for the adoption and application as a way to restructure the 

NZRYA (as an overall management process) or any short comings of the white 

paper proposal. 

Without exception all saw merit in the white paper, the range of 

considerations tabled varied from complete agreement, to conditional with a 

few questions. The queries were mainly around process, how it would be 

applied? To who? and how it would be administered, and by who? All 

reasonable and expected, as the White paper did not set out to answer 

process, it initially set out to just to explore the concept and appetite for 

change and too see if it had sufficient support. 

From here the next step in the process is to expand several areas that were 

only lightly touched on in the “white paper” and address process matters from 

questions submitted, as follows: 

1. Provide a general description of how a delegate model works, by whom 

and who is included, how they are organised and recognised, their 

responsibilities and the process that they all work too 

2. Describe how this expanded (more detailed) document is made ready to 

go to all clubs and classes in NZL (whether affiliated or not), this 

document is to be read in conjunction with the V1.05 of the “white 
paper” 

3.  Finally, the ultimate intention is to gauge the willingness of NZRYA 

member clubs and non member clubs, plus affiliated (and non affiliated) 

class representatives to attend a full one day meeting (SGM) to discuss 

the whole matter (hosted by the NZRYA) in one agreed location, 

Its important to make it known, that there is agreement within the 

NZRYA exec to offer subsidised travel to those in need to assist 

attending this meeting. 



 

Time frame for above  

1. May 25
th

 (achieved) this was started by the white paper and further 

added to with attached addendum 

2. End of May, As part of achieving this date (sent 25
th

) , following on 

through June,  I would envisage a possible series of follow up 

communications expanding where necessary how the process would 

or could work. 

3.  June 30
th

 is cut off whereby we would seek to know the willingness 

and or support to both the proposed variation to the NZRYA model 

and the willingness to both attend and engage in the SGM process. 

4. SGM (in Auckland) mid/ late August (full one day meeting) with 

subsidised travel on offer. 

 

 

 

 

Expanding the “white paper” 

 

 

Process:  There are several elements to the actual process proper, with in 

these elements there are a series of sub elements, all part of the sub structure 

or operational process. Once again and for clarity its not the intention of this 

addendum to address all micro aspects of a fully operational model, more still 

a broad brush covering the key points. 

 

1. The concept calls for the dropping of the annual individual vote for the 

NZRYA council, instead it calls for a delegate model to be applied, similar 

too and as used by WS, IRSA, YNZ and IOMICA. Its noted that some 

classes in the above organisations do not get a vote, the proposed NZ RC 

model intends to offer both clubs and class voting rights. 



 

2. All NZRYA affiliated clubs and classes will be eligible to be represented at 

the annual AGM and any SGM by a designated (club and class) delegate, 

its envisaged those delegates will carry with them their club or class 

views on matters to be tabled, voted on and addressed, it’s also 

envisaged there will be a scale (thresholds if you will) where larger clubs 

or classes get more than just the 1 vote, based on the size of their 

membership. 

 

 

 Note classes like IOM and RM while currently running under a CC 

(class committee) umbrella would need to further advance their 

formal structure to become Class associations, to be properly 

eligible to vote, (as the J class is) this is not an impediment just 

part of process. 

 

3. At AGM meetings these delegates would all vote on the make-up of the 

various committees that would be put in place (note structure model 

bellow) to ensure the smooth running of the greater RC community 

needs and requirements, committees such as but not limited too:- 

  

I. NZRYA Council (6 max) incl. 3 from class + 3 from member clubs 

II. RO committee (3 members +description of purpose)   

III. NZRYA NCA - Class Committee (4 min) for IOM & M-Classes 

IV. NZRYA COA – As per their constitutional requirements.  

 

4. To ensure all have opportunity to be heard an agenda would be build 

around an AGM process model that would outline how the proposed 

various committees would receive matters (pre AGM) relevant to their 

scope and then bring them to the floor at any AGM/SGM thus we 

achieve a streamlined efficient process where all matters are able to be 

considered, from all clubs and classes. 

 



 

The Council and its committee’s would have description of role, purpose, width 

of mandate and so forth, with a reporting matrix. 

 

 

The annual AGM would be held in an agreed area to ensure the least overall 

cost, those traveling the furthest of at the most cost would be subsidised, an 

agenda would be well pre-advised and clubs and classes would be able to 

request matters to be tabled for discussion either at committee level and or 

full floor level. 



In Summary: 

Its important to note at this point that, 

1. All affiliated clubs and classes, via their appointed delegate have a voice 

at any AGM, they can have their time and space to discuss matters, 

support remits etc that are key or important to their members. 

2. All delegates are eligible to be elected to Council (nominated above) at 

any AGM or SGM, 

 Please Note:  the proposed NZRYA committee make up donsnt  

necessarily have to be drawn from the delegates though as the 

model encourages the RC community to draw talent or suitable 

people from member clubs or affiliated classes, the wider RC 

community if you will. 

 

As mentioned there would be a need for the new Council (or others) to write 

or detail for each of its newly formed committees a scope of responsibility, a 

job description (if you will) to include reporting, budget and implementation 

process etc. 

 

Constitution: Clearly the existing NZRYA constitution will require amendments 

to both its wording and intent, to allow the national body (NZRYA) to be able 

to fulfil its role and responsibilities in representing the entire RC community 

within the proposed new structure. Its envisaged the existing constitution 

would be updated to incorporate changes agreed, this may take some time as 

the model and the process is fine tuned to suite.  This would not be an 

overnight process in fact there will be a need for a numerous discussions giving 

consideration to the initial goals of the existing constitution, the needs of the 

new structure and the need for a degree of future proofing.Key matter (to 

remember) will be as part of this ongoing process, member (affiliated) clubs 

and classes shall have a delegate attend an annual national meeting. 

 

Member Clubs, for their part would be required to show they had conducted 

proper process over the year,  demonstrating they canvased support from 

their members and showing they are fulfilling their responsibilities as an 

affiliated NZRYA member club: That would include the membership to the 



national body (NZRYA)  of all their members, the same as YNZ requires, its 

envisaged that the existing member club fee of $25 will cease to exist and will 

be replaced with a Member Club’s levy (currently set at $10.00) that will be 

calculated by multiplying the total number of individual club members by 

the "Individual Member" affiliation fee. Individual membership would cover 

the following but not limited to:-  

i. NZRYA Membership Card (proof of affiliation) 

ii. Use of the Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS)   

iii. Right to compete in any other affiliated RC sailing events either 

nationally or internationally.  

iv. NZRYA National - Public & Statutory Liability Insurance coverage 

 

Finally and importantly, this is a working document, there is scope for 

additions, inclusions and or alterations. To ensure the national body is suitable 

for all RC sailors from all clubs and classes we need  willingness, goodwill and 

unity, unity can be our strength. Its accepted by most that a national body is 

important for the cohesive running of RC sailing within NZ. We are now 

considering a reformed NZRYA, one that fosters and assists all clubs and 

classes to meet the needs of their members, including recreational sailing, all 

in a well managed, cohesively functioning Radio sailing community. The growth 

(worldwide) of the RR (ready to race) classes will both provide challenges to 

clubs and opportunity, we need to ensure we have a “fit for putpose” national 

body to allow this to evolve while we continue to foster and serve existing 

classes. 

I respectfully request you all to take the time to understand the proposition as 

outlined, for ongoing suitability and sustainability of your national body and 

ultimately the betterment of your sport, I seek your considered support.  

 

Thank you all 

Philip Pryde      Chairman NZRYA  

 

 

  


